S6	ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY
Athenians go in their preference for the amateur rather than
the professional man.
Meanwhile, besides a large variety of other posts—market-
inspectors, dock-superintendents, and so forth—which occupied
a considerable number of citizens, there was one further capacity
in which the richer folk at any rate might serve the state. Taxa-
tion was no more popular at Athens than elsewhere.. But since
there were no salaried posts, the requirements of the Exchequer
were normally met by the proceeds of harbour-dues and legal
fines, to say nothing of the revenue from silver-mines or the
tribute paid by the allies. For certain purposes, however, it
was found desirable to call on the wealthier citizens to put their
hands in their pockets. The equipment of state galleys, for
instance, and the production of plays at the annual dramatic
competitions were financed in this manner. Names were taken
from the lists in rotation. A man could, if he chose, evade his
responsibility by proving some one else to be wealthier than
himself. But, as a rule, he would take a pride in performing his
duty. In the production of plays there was the keenest possible
rivalry in providing the richest costumes and training the most
efficient chorus. If his play proved successful in the competi-
tion, a man would even put up some monument in the public
streets to commemorate his victory.
II. THE LAW COURTS
Extraordinary as it may appear, the preservation of order at
Athens was entrusted not to citizens but to foreigners—and
foreign slaves at that. For the idea of one citizen acting police-
man over another was utterly distasteful. So the state employed
a corps of barbarian archers, drawn from the. Scythian tribesmen
of the north and clad in their native trousers and high-peaked,
tight-fitting caps. They lived in tents not far from the Acropolis,
or Citadel.
Even in the administration of justice the same dislike of

